
 

 

 

Fortress served more than 14,000 

meals in 2013. For many kids, the dinner 

they eat in our after-school program is 

the only meal they get outside of school. 

WHY DONATE TO FORTRESS? 

From a Fortress kid’s perspective: From FortressYDC’s perspective: 

I WISH... 
I could eat Ms. D’s spaghetti every day.. 

WE WISH... 
we could take all the kids off 

our current waiting list. 

The need is great, but 

our resources are limited.  

Fortress YDC is serving more 

children on a daily basis than 

ever before…and we’re 

   continuing to 

            grow. 

I DREAM... 
of having a mentor because they’re fun 

and awesome and they’re the best 

people in the world. 

                      

 

I AM...  

Disadvantaged students who fall behind in reading by 3rd grade are 13 

times less likely to graduate than their peers. (Casey Foundation, 2011).  

For this reason, our students begin working in 

the reading lab in PreK and stay until they’re 

two grade levels ahead. Five-year-olds who 

start out with optimal literacy skills tend to 

thrive & grow academically. Fortress 

kids are becoming life-long 

             learners who love to read! 
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We wish that 100% of our kids 

could have the blessing of a 

mentor! Do you have 1 HOUR 

per week to spare for a kid? 

Studies consistently show 

that the best hope for at-risk 

young people comes from mentoring. 

WE DREAM... 
of purchasing the vacant property next 

door and expanding our programs to 

meet the needs of our community.  

It costs Fortress $218 per month  

 - or roughly 55 dollars per week -  

for 1 child to benefit from our after-school 

program, and $150 per month for each 

child in our preschool program. 

In the meantime, we’re working on 

adding two portable classroom buildings! 

Over the course 

of each nine 

month period, 

students in our 

literacy lab gain 

an average of 1.5 

grade levels in reading comprehension! 

a child of God with the ability to achieve my dreams. 

This is significant because... 

I BELIEVE... 
that God wants me to graduate from 

college and be a good person and have 

a good career and a good life.  I know I 

  can achieve any dream if I work         

hard. That’s what Fortress 

   taught me. - Roy, age 17 

 

WE BELIEVE... that every child has the potential—and deserves 
the chance—to thrive, flourish and excel in life.  

YOUR GIFT 

MAKES A DIFFERENCE 

TO A CHILD 

Sources of Funding 

47% 
Foundation 

Grants 

12% 
Events 

4% Other 

37% 
INDIVIDUALS 
       LIKE 
           YOU 

a child of God with the 
ability to achieve my dreams. YOU ARE... 

 

 

an individual who can help make 

  dreams come true.    Won’t you? 

-Uriel, age 7 

Semierria, 
age 11 


